
 

Exclusive Teacha! Education Report gives a voice to SA
teachers

Newest Teacha! Magazine empowers teachers with information and insight...

As teachers return to schools and begin to welcome students back amidst South Africa’s second wave, Snapplify’s online
teacher hub Teacha! has released a new edition of Teacha! Magazine. The publication, which has been published quarterly
since 2018, is well-known in the education community for providing empowering advice and inspirational ideas for
teachers.

"Supporting teachers is the driving force behind everything we do at Teacha!. Towards the end of 2020, we decided to hold
our first-ever survey because we knew how beneficial this data would be to teachers and the wider education community,"
said Teacha! Founder, Jean Vermeulen.

The Teacha! 2020 Education Report breaks down the current status of South African education and gives insight to what
it is like teaching in the country.

Key findings from the report include:

In addition to this exclusive 2020 Education report, this new Term 1 edition comes with even more interesting, inspiring and
empowering information for teachers:

In 2020, Teacha! Magazine brought teachers together during school closures. From tips on remote learning to food-for-
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The majority of schools have a strong focus on school tradition
A vast majority of teachers hope to receive more training on teaching with technology in 2021, followed by social
emotional wellbeing training and subject-specific courses
On average, teachers spend an additional 5 weekday hours and 6 weekend hours on school-related work
Teachers spend over R500 of their own money each month on teaching resources and materials
The majority of survey respondents loved teaching: these teachers tend to have smaller classes, while those who don’t
love their jobs have 45+ learners in the classrooms

A moving extract from Learning Under Learning (compiled by Jonathan Jansen and Emily O’Ryan)
Parent perspectives on the pandemic
Distance learning for lower quintile schools
Everything South African teachers need to know about the SACE Virtual Library
A competition to win graded readers from CHASE Education, to the value of R70,000
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thought on creating safe schools (physically and emotionally) and bringing purpose back to the classroom, the free
magazine provided encouragement, acknowledgement, and inspiration for educators.

The support that the magazine offers teachers has truly been highlighted during the pandemic. As Vermeulen says to
readers, "I encourage you to look back at 2020 and think about everything you achieved. If it was one change you made
(even if it has been your attitude towards change), celebrate it, and aim for ways that you can innovate in 2021."

About Teacha! Magazine

Acquired by global edtech company Snapplify in 2020, Teacha! Magazine serves as a platform for professionals in the
schools industry to share best practices and practical advice with each other.

The online magazine for teachers is published at the beginning of every term and sent to more than 25 000 subscribers,
who include educators and school administrators. Over 7000 Snapplify schools also have free access to the magazine
(including back issues). The publication serves as a valuable reference for teachers who might need inspirational ideas or
trusted advice on education-related topics.

Using paid promotional advertising on Snapplify’s platforms gives you the opportunity to speak to Africa’s largest group
of digitally enabled public and private schools. That’s over 7000 schools and up to 500 000 users (including school
administrators, bursars, teachers, librarians and students). Increase the visibility of your products and services, and
grow your business.

Contact Melanie McGregor ( moc.yfilppans@rogergcmm ) for advertising and partnerships enquiries, or reach out to the
editorial team for content-related enquiries ( az.oc.ahcaet@rotide ).

About Snapplify

Snapplify is at the forefront of edtech solutions in Africa, and specialises in enabling digital learning for individuals and
institutions via the largest digital educational marketplace in Africa.

As a socially minded company, Snapplify is committed to supporting others and creating sustainable change through
collaboration and innovation. Snapplify empowers, inspires, and uplifts teachers via Teacha! (a media hub, resource
marketplace, and careers portal for educators); is the digital content partner on a project that delivers technology and e-
learning to public schools in South Africa's Gauteng province, and runs impact programmes through the Snapplify
Foundation.

As a global edtech company, Snapplify strives for radical inclusion to level the playing field and equip students and
educators with the world-class tools they need to collaborate, innovate and thrive. Snapplify’s technology is used in other
educational products to facilitate collaboration throughout the educational community.

Snapplify was awarded the Africa Region Gold Award at the 2020 Reimagine Education Conference and Awards in London
and included on the esteemed 2020 HolonIQ EdTech 50 list – honours that are indicative of the company’s calibre in tech
innovations.

Eastern Cape Department of Education partners with Snapplify to promote literacy 23 Jan 2024

Snapplify shines at GESS Dubai 22 Nov 2023

Transforming education in Tanzania 21 Nov 2023

Snapplify expands into West Africa to impact education 25 Aug 2022

Leading African edtech Snapplify highlighted as a key player in global higher education market 10 Aug 2022
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Snapplify

Snapplify is at the forefront of edtech solutions, having developed original technology solutions to common
problems experienced across the education ecosystem.
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